Summer Art Class Enjoyed By Local Youngsters

The annual Evangeline Art Association Children’s Summer Art classes were in full swing last week, ending with an exhibit of art work and a reception for students and their families on Friday morning.

The classes for ages three to five, taught by Sandy Perez, played with finger painting, tissue collages, and construction paper shapes.

Grades three and four worked with color values, drawings from the story “Peter and the Wolf,” and charcoal and pastel sketching, and were taught by Joannie Fontenot and Haldee Floyd.

Brenda A. Fontenot taught a very impressive music lesson to each group of children.

For students eight years up, a charcoal sketching class by Waven Boone will be held each Tuesday morning through the month of July.

The much appreciated helpers for the summer classes were, Lucille Foret, Rachel Boone, and Cathy Vidrine.

The Evangeline Art Association hopes to continue this service to the community every summer. Since this and other projects sponsored by the association are undertaken strictly by volunteers, perhaps more people can see their way to volunteer their help throughout the year and their talents (not only artistic) permit.

BOOKLETS - were constructed by the youngsters in Margaret Fontenot’s group with examples of shapes such as circles, triangles, and rectangles as well as paper weaving and tissue collages.

PAPER SHAPES - along with finger painting and tissue collages held the interest of the students in Sandy Perez’s class at the art center last week.

COLOR VALUES - were featured in the class taught by Haldee Floyd and Brenda Fontenot.